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ABSTRACT

Cross sections for emission of complex fragments (Z>2) in their ground and excited

states are presented for several heavy-ion reactions at bombarding energies above 10

MeV/nucleon. Data presented are mostly on the cross sections extracted by y-ray

techniques. It is shown that a simple statistical approach to associate the ratio, of cross

sections for excited states and ground states, to the temperature of the emitter fails to

give the expected temperatures. However, it is shown that this is mostly due to the fact

that the fragments that y decay are secondary fragments, produced by the particle

decay of the primary emitted complex fragments. A Hauser-Feshbach analysis accounts

well for the cross sections and extracted temperatures.

I. Introduction

The emission of complex fragments (Z>2) continues to be the subject of strong

interest for energies below 100 MeV/nucleon.1"3 Processes of equilibrium3-4 and/

or preequilibrium 5 emission have been identified and a major understanding of the

reaction mechanisms may now be possible due fo the appearance of more sophisticated,

exclusive kind of experiments that use large detector arrays.5-6 Of particular interest

for the present work are the experiments, which focus their attention on the population

of ground and, excited states of the emitted complex fragments .5~8 Pioneering work on

this subject is reported in ref. 7 and 8 on the measurements of the excited states of Li

and Be isotopes using Nal and BGO y-ray detectors. In this work the fragments were

measured at angles smaller than 90°. Their resulting temperatures, extracted from the

ratio of cross sections of excited states to ground states, were anomalously low (<1

MeV). Further work was done using Ge detectors9- and fragments of Li and Be detected

at backward angles, yielding significantly larger temperatures. However, due to the

low excitation energy of the transitions studied ( -.44 MeV) the statistical accuracy

demanded to extract temperatures of several MeV was beyond experimental

possibilities. Recent measurements5-6using 4 TI solid angle detectors (like the ORNL

spin spectrometer) and measuring y-ray transitions of several MeV (like those of 12C

and 16O) have shed new light to this problem and in this work part of those results will

be discussed. Additional results will be presented for the population of excited states of

fragments up to 24Mg tor the system 58Ni + 58Ni at 11 MeV/nucleon. 11 AQTCQ
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II. Statistical model calculations of complex fragments

In the past few years,6-10-11 several attempts have been made to explain the

emission of complex fragments. For low energies, below 50 MeV/nucleon, calculations

have been done using an asymmetric fission model,11 statistical emission in a zero

angular momentum (J=0)approach12, and Hauser-Feshbach6 calculations using large

computer codes. At higher energies the yield distributions as a function of Z and/or A

have been used as a tool to search for the predicted liquid-gas phase transition,13

although a series of experimental difficulties exist for the determination of the

temperature at the critical point. Several experiments have been performed at

moderate excitation energies with use of inverse kinematics,1'4 and the data have been

analyzed using the asymmetric fission model.11 In these experiments the main

conclusion is that the data are consistent with equilibrium emission from compound

nuclei fcsied near the mass of the completely fused system. Other experiments, when

analyzed in the J=0 approach12- have suggested a preequilibrium picture for the

emission of these fragments, with identification of the emitting systems with subsets of

nucleons, in local equilibrium with temperatures substantially higher than that

characteristics of the composite system. Parallel attempts to understand the emission of

complex fragments have been pursued by measurements of the population of excited

states of the fragments either by -y-ray techniques6-8>9 or by particle correlation

measurements.14 It was suggested 7>8that in a simple statistical approach the ratio of

excited states could be related to the emitter temperature T simple by:

(1)

where Si and S2 are the spins of the two states and AE is their difference in excitation

energy. T is the temperature of the emitting system providing that the fragments in the

states 1 and 2 are primary fragments.

More sophisticated calculations of the Hauser-Feshbach kind have been done6 and is

possible to derived also equation (1) from them. This is done in the following

paragraphs.

The Hauser-Feshbach cross section for formation of the compound nucleus by

channel a and decay to channel a' is given by (see ref. 15):
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where:

J J + s

Pa- Z Tl.s(ea) (3)
s,U|J-s|

is the probability of forming the compound nucleus by channel a . The probability of

decay to channel a* is given by:
|1+s"P«'=S Z /'"Trs<ea-)p (ea'^') dea. (4)

s\rj'«|r-s'| "

In equations (3) and (4), Tr are the optical model transmission coefficients and are
evaluated at the relative kinetic energy in the c m . system (e). p is the fermi gas model

level density of the daughter nuclei. As usual, the coupling of angular momentum is :

J=|+s=l'+s' where J is the total compound nucleus angular momentum; I and V ate

the orbital angular momentum in the entrance and exit channels respectively. The

entrance and exit channel spins are s and s 1 , where s=la+ia and s'=J'+ia". The spins

of target and projectile nuclei are la and la respectively. The spin of the ground or

excited state of the emitted complex fragment (Z>2) or light particle(Z<3) is denoted

by ia\ The spin of the daughter nucleus is J'. The upper limit of integration in equation(4) is

given by:

em=Ex-SE (5)

where Ex is the compound nucleus excitation energy and Se is the separation energy

defined (in MeV) as the difference between the mass of the compound nucleus and the

sum of masses of the emitted fragment and residual nucleus.
A usual approximation to the level density p for spin J' not too close to the yrast

line, is to write15-16:

P(£avJ')= P(£a')P(J') (6)



Substituting equation (6) into (4) and dropping the dependence on s1 on the

transmission coefficients we can write:

""p(e«-)KTKe«-)p(J')] <tea- (7)) f
Further simplification of equation (7) has been tried in the past like the use of

sharp cutoff approximation for T\\ in which case the term in square brackets in

equation(7) becomes energy independent for certain value of Ea< > Bo. where Bo is an

effective barrier. With this approximation the energy dependence of equation (7) can

be written ar:
. 1 -§. 2VaU

where U is given by:
U = em-A-ea- (9)

where A is the pairing energy correction given in ref. 16.

Another useful approximation is to ignore the J" dependence in equation (7) and

perform a series expansion of the exponential in'equation (8). Then the term inside

the integral in equation (7) becomes:

Pa<ea.) a (a^Dfaj^ ie^ei ) (10)

where the quantity Urj is given by:
UO=EX-A-SE (11)

and T the nuclear temperature, given by:

^ (12)

Inserting equation (10) into (7) and integrating over energy, the cross section for
decay into channel a'( 0a-) can be written as:

1 - ( E , - A - B J ^ E

a a .a (2 i a 4-1)a 4 U j e T e" T (13)

Using equation (13) to compute the cross section for decaying to two excited states

of the same final emitted complex fragment, and expressing their ratio, all terms in



equation (13) drop out except the statistical spin factor and the last exponential term.

This ratio becomes:

(14)'a ,

where AE is the difference in separation energies ( which is the same as in excitation

energy) of states (1) and (2). Notice that equation (14) is the same as (1).

A further check of the approximations done to arrive at equation (1) can be made by

performing the ratio with the full Hauser-Feshbach calculations (equation(2)). This

has been done for the reaction ^c + 109 / \g for j n e excited states of an emitted 24^g

fragment. The results are shown in Fig (1). As can be seen from the figure the best

fit of equation (1) to the exact calculation gives a temperature parameter T = 4 MeV,

which has to be compare to the expected vaiue of 4.5 deduced from eq. (12). This

small difference shows that the approximations used to arrive at equation (1) are

adequate and therefore temperatures extracted from it should be close to that of the

emitter.
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Figure 1. Hauser-Feshbach calculations for 24Mg ions emitted in excited states of the
ground state rotational band (spin 0+ ,2+ ,4+ and 6+). Figure 1a. shows the cross
sections in mb and Fig. 1b. the cross section divided by the (2i+1) factor. The
solid line drawn on Fig. 1b. correspond to the exponential fit using equation{1) with
a best fit parameter T= 4 MeV.



Before exploring the usefulness of eq. (1) applied to experimental data,it is

interesting to compare the Hauser-Feshbach predictions (eq. (2)) to measured cross

sections. Traditionally, the Hauser-Feshbach formula has been used to compute the

decay of compound nuclei formed in complete fusion reactions when most of the energy

is released in the form of light particles, essentially n, p or a1 s.17 However, it has

also been known for some time 1S that other Z=1 or Z=2 nuclei are emitted in a

statistical fashion and agree with Hauser-Feshbach predictions. The situation for

emission of complex nuclei of Z >2 has not been sufficiently studied. Motivated by the

measurements of Ref. 18, studies of complex fragments have been initiated in many

laboratories. Recently, we have developed a large Hauser-Feshbach code BUSCO,6

which use the cross sections of eq. (2) and is able to predict total cross sections,

angular distributions and energy spectra of emitted fragments of Z as large as Ca.

Results of these calculations have been given for the 3He+*Q 9Ag,1 9 1 2 C + 1 0 9 A g 1 9

and S^N i+^N i 6 systems up to emitted fragments of Z=14 for which experimental

measurements exist. The dependence in excitation energy, however, was not studied.

In Fig. 2 we show now results on the energy dependence for the 3He+ 1 0 9Ag system in

the energy regime that up to now has been measured.18-20 Details on the statistical

model parameters and optical model transition coefficients have been given

previously.^9

Figure 2, shows the comparisons between the experimental data (symbols) of Ref.

(18,20) and the Hauser-Feshbach calculations (lines), from eq. (2) Fig. 2a shows

the comparisons for the emitted fragments of even Z and Fig. 2b those of odd Z. The

value of the critical angular momentum used in the calculations varied from 18fi for

the lowest energy to 19fl for the highest. The highest energy point corresponds to the

measurements of the Indiana group20 and only the part corresponding to equilibrium

emission has been included. As can be seen from Fig. 2 the agreement is excellent and

shows that these calculations offer and alternative way to interpret data on complex

fragment emission. Another successful model used to analyze these data is the

asymmetric fission model of Moretto^ which conceptually differs from the Hauser-

Feshbach formula in the sense that the decay probability depends on the density of

levels at the saddle point rather than on the level densities of the fragments at infinite

separation. Clearly this conceptual difference is irrelevant for nucleon decay since the

level density at the saddle point and the one of the residual nuclei are identical.

However, for heavier fragments this difference may be more important and will

certainly be the greatest for the case of symmetric fission for which the Hauser-



Feshbach is probably not valid. Nevertheless, for the case shown in Fig. 2 and up to

Z=10 the Hauser-Feshbach description gives as good results as the asymmetric fission

model.
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Figure 2. Hauser-Feshbach calculations (solid lines) compared to experiment
(symbols). Experimental data is taken from refs. 18 and 20 for the reaction
3He+1 0 9Ag.

Most of the data on population of excited states that will be discussed in the next

section refers to the 58Ni+58Ni system at 11 MeV/nucleon, taken from ref 6, and

hence a brief summary of these results will be needed. One of the important

observations given in ref 6 is that the angular distributions, energy spectra and angle

integrated cross sections of complex fragments of Z<10 are consistent with emissions

from the compound nucleus formed in a complete fusion reaction. Another observation

was that complex fragments of Z>9 have mixed sources. This can be illustrated further

in Fig. 3, where the angle integrated cross sections for fragments of Z=4 to 20 are

shown. The dashed histograms are the results of the Hauser-Feshbach calculations

(equation (2)) which assume complete fusion and equilibrium decay. As can be seen

from the figure the calculations agree very well with the data up to Z=9. For Z>9 the

experimental cross sections are much larger than predicted, indicating the presence of

other sources besides compound nucleus emission. Further insite on this discrepancy

will be gained by studying the population of excited states to be described in the

following section.
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Figure 3. Angle integrated cross sections for fragments up to 2=20, emitted in
the collisions of 58Ni+58Ni at 11 MeV/nucleon. The calculations (dashed histograms)
correspond only to the complete fusion reaction using equation(2) with a value of
Jc=68fi. Experimental data(solid histograms) are from ref 6.

III. Population of excited states

In several experiments the energy deposited in heavy-ion collisions has been

parametrized by means of an effective temperature, either by a slope parameter

extracted from the energy spectra of light particles (mostly n.p or a's), or by

populations of excited states using equation (1). As discussed in section I, the effective

temperatures can have values close to that of the compound nucleus if the complex

fragments which y-decay do not originate from primary fragments that decay by

particle emission. Early attempts were done to test the validity of equation (1) in

heavy-ion collisions. The MSU group7-8 studied several excited states of Li and Be

isotopes using Nal detectors in coincidence with particle telescopes placed between

laboratory angles of 50° to 90°. Their studies of Li and Be emissions for collision of

35 MeV/nucleon 14N+Ag showed that the effective temperatures (-.4 MeV) were too



low to be consistent with emissions arising from central collisions but they also

argued that peripheral processes should not be important at the angles measured. One

possible explanation is that the Li and Be fragments are not emitted as primary

fragments but occur later on the deexcitation cascade either as products of primary

fragments of higher mass which particle decay or as fragments emitted in the latest

stages of the collision after a great deal of mass has been evaporated through particle

emission (in preequilibrium and/or equilibrium). However, using an improved

technique a collaboration of Naples-ORNL-Saclay bombarded 35 MeV/nucleon 20Ne on

GOfvjjio a n c j measured the -y-ray with Ge detectors in coincidence with particle

telescopes. These were placed at backward angles (120°T150°) and the extracted

effective temperatures were much larger and consistent with complete and incomplete

fusion reactions. Results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 4. Two

calculations are shown in the figure the dashed curve which computes the ratio using

equation(2) for a first steps on the deexcitation process, and the solid curve which is

for multiple steps. For the latter case most of the cross section comes from the first

step emission and only about 10 % corresponds to multiple chance emission. The

multiple chance emission is calculated by applying sequentially equation(2) using

mean values of excitation energy and angular momentum left in the daughter nucleus

after the first emission. This approach is different to the usual one utilized on the

Monte-Carlo codes17-21 where the decay cascade is followed in detail. Due to the large

differences in cross sections between the emission of n,p and a and heavier fragments,

a full Monte-Carlo calculation seems not to be practical approach to compute the

compound nucleus deexcitation when complex fragments need to be included.

Although (as can be seen from Fig. 4 ) the calculations are able to reproduce the

measured ratios ,the experimental errors are too large, and many other processes

could explain the data. This is due partially to the fact that the transitions studied are

very low in energy (400 KeV) and therefore a very high experimental precision would

be required to extract effective temperatures larger than about 1 MeV. Better results

can be obtained by using higher energy transitions such as those of 1 2C,1 5N and 16O,

as was done in ref 6.
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Figure 4. Ratio R of the crass section of the first excited states of 7Li divided
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coincident particle is detected at 120°-150° and Exp2 at 14°.

Clear improvements of the technique of extracting effective temperatures from

population of excited states came with the utilization of 4 n detectors and Ge detectors

such as has been demonstrated in ref 5,6. In ref 6. complex fragments of Z=4 to 20

were measured for collisions of 5 8 Ni on 58Ni at a bombarding energy of 630 MeV. The

fragments were measured with five solid state telescopes, placed inside the 30 cm

scattering chamber of the ORNL spin spectrometer, and coincident y-rays were

detected with 62 Nal detectors and 8 hyperpure Ge detectors provided with BGO

anticompton shields. Results on the fragments cross sections were given in Fig. 3 and

the effective temperatures extracted for 1 2C,1 5N and 16O are reported in ref 6. The

basic result on these temperatures is that all of them are about 2 MeV , half the

expected value of the compound nucleus temperature. However, this results are

consistent with complex fragments emitted from compound nuclei except that the lower

temperatures are due to particle evaporation of the primary fragments. In an attempt

to improve our understanding of these effects, more data on populations of excited

states were obtained using the Ge detectors. With the improved resolution the



measurements were extended to complex fragments up to 24Mg. Figure 5 shows

several angular distributicns(da/d9) for ground as well as excited states of carbon

(5a) and sodium (5b) nuclei. These cross sections were extracted by measuring the y-

rays of the excited states using the Ge detectors and the masses of the various isotopes

identified by the solid state counter telescopes. Fig. 5a shows the cross sections for

ground and excited states of 12C and 13C and as can be seen their angular distributions

are isotropic as expected due to a complete fusion and cquHibrivfn decay

process; however, those for the ground state cf 2 3Na (Fig. 5b) are not, and an aniso-

trapy of about a factor of two is observed. A smaller anisotropy is seen for the 0.44

MeV transition. The population of the 2.1 MeV state is isotrppic. These changes

observed in the population of excited states of 2 3Na show experimentally that diffe-

rent mechanisms are responsible for the emission of fragments of Z>9 as was suggested

previously in connection with the discussion of the angle integrated yields reported

in Fig. 3. Another conclusion that can be drawn from the data of Fig. 5b is that states at

higher excitation energies are more characteristic of compound nucleus emissions

whereas the ground state transition is consistent with mostly a direct reaction, like

the projectile splitting in a deep inelastic reaction as suggested in ref 22.
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With data such as that shown in Fig. 5 and using equation (1) effective

temperatures were derived for emitted fragments from 7Be to 24Mg. The results are

summarized on Fig 6, where the experimental values are given by the open circles and

the theoretical ones by the solid points. Calculations were done for primary as well as

secondary fragments. The particle decay of the fragments emitted in excitation energies

above particle thresholds were done using the Monte-Carlo code LILITA. Also the calcu-

lations were done with two reaction components, one the usual complete fusion and the

other a deep inelastic like calculation, important only for fragments of Z>9. For the

complete fusion case the initial compound nucleus temperature is 4 MeV and the

extracted temperatures for Z<9 are all about 2MeV, however, the calculations

reproduce well the extracted temperatures indicating that the reduction seen with

respect to the compound nucleus temperature is due to the particle decay of the

primary fragments as was also pointed out in ref 6. For nuclei of Z>9 all the extracted

temperatures are rather small, indicating that the primary reaction that produces

these fragments does not give rise to high temperatures, and although the calculations

(solid circles) do reproduce the correct trend of the data, they are too high by about a

factor of two. This may be indicative of stronger deep inelastic cross section than

assumed in the calculations.

7 12 13 15 1G 21 23 23 23 24

Be C C N O Ne Na Na Na Mg

Figure 6. Effective temperatures extracted from the experimental data using
equation(1) (open circles). The calculated temperatures (solid circles) contain
effects of particle evaporation from the emitted primary fragments. The data and
calculations are for the system^.58Ni + 5 8Ni at 11 MeV/nucleon.



IV. Conclusions.
The measurements of cross sections for excited states of complex fragments

provide a unique way to study the reaction mechanisms involved. In particular it was

demonstrated that for the case of 23Na emitted in 5 8Ni + 58Ni collisions different

excited states are produced by differents amount of compound vs. deep inelastic

reactions. Effective temperatures of complex fragments of Z<10 are well reproduced

by Hauser-Feshbach calculations for the case of the 58Ni 58NI reaction at 11

MeV/nucleon. Although the effect of particle emission fro n primary fragments reduces

the extracted temperatures by about a factor of two, it is still possible to observe

primary fragments which are emitted only in excited states that y decay. However,

such observation may require detailed light particle complex fragments y-ray triple

coincidences.
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